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Participating retirement
income plan: A better way?

Participating retirement income plan

Is there a better way
to improve retirement
outcomes for employees
and employers?
Despite their ubiquity as a retirement savings vehicle, 401(k) plans were not created explicitly for the
purpose for which they are used today. When Congress passed the Revenue Act of 1978, it added a provision
to the Internal Revenue Code Section 401(k) that allowed employees to avoid being taxed on deferred
compensation. Within a few years, benefits consultants implemented the concept of allowing employees to
save pre-tax money into a retirement account while receiving an employer match. Then, in 1981, the IRS issued
rules that allowed employees to fund their 401(k) though payroll deduction, which kick started the 401(k)
retirement industry.
The problem with the 401(k) structure from the beginning was that it facilitated tax-deferred accumulation but
contained no provisions to convert savings to retirement income efficiently.

The majority of retirees do not spend
down their assets in the first two
decades of their retirement.
— Employee Benefit Research Institute, 20181
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“Spending Patterns in Retirement: Retirees Are Slow to Exhaust Their Assets,” EBRI Fast Facts, April 3, 2018. Available at https://www.ebri.org/docs/defaultsource/fast-facts/ff-300-assetpreservation-3apr18.pdf?sfvrsn=b53a342f_2.
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For decades, scant attention has been paid to
helping participants decumulate at retirement
— at least with any level of confidence that their
money will last over their lifetimes. Why?
For one thing, according to Nobel-Prize-winning economist Bill
Sharpe, solving for retirement income is the “nastiest, hardest
problem in finance.”2 The biggest sources of uncertainty?
Investment and mortality risk. Here’s a quick illustration of why
this is so: Upon retirement, a retiree and spouse could each live
an additional 30 years, a period during which there could be
1,000 or more possible economic outcomes.
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In addition, there are at least 10 ways to draw down the assets
(and possibly many more). With just four variables, there are nine
million possible outcomes. Which one should the retiree assume
will happen to them?
More recently, regulations issued in 2014 for the Pension
Protection Act have revived interest in a largely forgotten Revenue
Ruling from 1953 (Rev. Rul. 185, 1953-2), which could be a gamechanger for all plan sponsors who are interested in helping their
employees gain confidence in not outliving their money. The IRS
Revenue Ruling and associated IRS regulations provide guidance
for employers to use employer funds primarily to fund a lifetime
income benefit for their retirees — without involving a third-party
insurance company or taking on investment risk or adding to the
employer’s benefit costs (more on this later).

“Nobel Prize-Winning Economist on How to Solve the ‘Nastiest, Hardest Problem’ in Retirement,” Barron’s, November 16, 2019.
Available at https://www. barrons.com/articles/william-sharpe-how-to-secure-lasting-retirement-income-51573837934.
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Challenges for DC plan sponsors
around income
Clearly, the 401(k), as primarily a taxadvantaged accumulation vehicle, was not
designed to help people figure out what to
do when they retire. There is copious research
that shows that participants, left to their own
devices, often make poor financial decisions.
Frequently, there’s a disconnect between what
they say they want, and what they actually do.
For example, most employees say they want retirement
income — 56% say it’s their top savings goal, and 49% of plan
participants say they want their 401(k) plan to generate a steady
income stream, above all else.3 A 2018 Aon study further noted
that 80% of employees want some form of guaranteed income
(and 60% fear running out of money in retirement).4
But what do retirees actually do? Three out of four retirees
maintain or grow their assets,5 likely out of fear of needing more
money later in life. Very few purchase an in-plan or out-of-plan
annuity, given their high cost and complexity and general lack
of understanding by retirees about these products. Instead, by

cautiously not taking any withdrawals from their retirement
accounts (or just IRS-required minimums), and relying on Social
Security or other income sources, they are living in self-imposed
scarcity and unnecessary fear.
Part of the reason for this is that traditional retirement income
strategies are imperfect tools.
• Taking fixed annual withdrawals, especially in volatile
or down markets, raises “point in time” risk for retirees
and potentially leads to value destruction if not
managed carefully.
• Target-date funds, as helpful as they are in saving for
retirement and managing risk, do not provide lifetime
income, as many are designed to get the investor to, but not
through retirement.
Participants’ resistance to decumulate in the face of investment
and longevity uncertainties adds to diminished lifestyles for
many retirees who continue to save, and not spend their hardearned nest eggs. Is there a better way for plan sponsors to
deliver retirement income that their plan participants cannot
outlive? We believe there is.
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Inside the Minds of Plan Participants, Alliance Bernstein White Paper, Oct. 26, 2018, available at https://www.alliancebernstein.com/library/inside-the-mindsof-plan-participants-10-18.htm.
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“The Real Deal: 2018 Retirement Income Adequacy Study at U.S. Plan Sponsors,” Aon, 2018, available at https://www.aon.com/getmedia/59c14111-6414-46a4-adbb0dba9e0e8676/Aon-Retirement-Solutions-The-Real-Deal-Full-Report-US-2018.aspx.
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EBRI 2020 Retirement Confidence Survey, available at ebri.org.
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The value of pooling
Pooling retirement-purposed funds for a group
of individuals and paying retirement income
benefits from that pool has value for plan
sponsors and retirees. By combining the funds,
the pool can set the rules for how funds are
removed from the pool and given to individuals.
This leakage-prevention allows funds to remain
in the pool longer, increasing investment
earnings and providing more benefits
to retirees.

Contrast this with an individual account approach, in which the
retiree has complete discretion in determining where the funds
will go. He or she may decide to draw down the retirement
funds very slowly, leaving significant amounts to a spouse,
heirs or charities. While commendable, this is likely not the
intended use of funds provided by the employer. Employers may
want more control over how their funds are used, and pooling
provides a great method to exercise that control.
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Compare individual versus
pooled approaches
Let’s say we compare two hypothetical company
401(k) plans, each with 100 participants.
Each has $500,000 in accumulated employer
contributions at the time of retirement (age 65).
(Please see Exhibit A at the end of this paper for
additional details.)
Individual approach
Jane and 99 co-workers have accumulated funds in individual
401(k) accounts at Company A. Jane withdraws $37,261 annually
from her account beginning at retirement (age 65) until age 85,
at which point there is no money left in her account.

But age 85 is three years before the projected life expectancy
for this group — putting Jane and her colleagues at shortfall
risk. Applying a current mortality assumption to a group of
100 retirees shows that 64 of the 100 retirees will still be alive
when their accounts are exhausted.6

Pooled approach
Laura and 99 co-workers have accumulated funds in individual
401(k) accounts at Company B. At retirement (age 65), all
retirees are placed in an employer-controlled pooled trust
that pays an income benefit. Each retiree who is alive at the
beginning of each year receives $37,261 — the same amount
as for the retirees at Company A. At age 85, the trust has not
been exhausted. In fact, the annual benefit of $37,261 can
continue to be paid for each retiree’s lifetime until the last
retiree passes away.

Under a pooled approach, approximately
six in 10 retirees are expected to receive
more money — for longer periods — than
under an individual account scenario.6

6

Mortality assumption: RP2014 projected back to 2006 with MP-2014 and then projected forward to 2035 using MP-2019. See Exhibit A for additional details.
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Seeking an alternative:
The participating retirement
income plan (PRIP)
A PRIP is an employer-controlled, pooled
benefits approach that can be offered alongside
a traditional 401(k) plan or pooled employer
plan (PEP). Much of the employer funding
would go into the PRIP while employee
contributions would continue to be made in the
401(k) or PEP.

In the PRIP, instead of defining the dollar amount that will
be paid to the employee as a “defined benefit,” the benefit is
defined as a number of units, payable for life at the applicable
unit value at the time of each payment. The approach is
remarkably simple, but requires understanding a few key terms.

Participating retirement income plan

The hurdle rate
Setting a reasonable hurdle rate — and making
the annual adjustments to the benefits paid
based on market performance — is the key to
the PRIP. It’s what shields the employer from
investment and interest rate risk.

Plan sponsor manages the assets to a hurdle
rate chosen by the sponsor (e.g., 5%).
If the prior year’s return exceeds 5% (the
hurdle rate), the benefit will go up. If the
prior year’s return is less than 5%, the
benefit is reduced for the current year.
Sponsor can invest PRIP funds in any
strategy it chooses, but the strategy is
typically designed with a high likelihood of
exceeding the hurdle rate in any given year.
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PRIP benefit units and unit value
PRIP benefits are determined as (1) the number
of benefit units, multiplied by (2) the unit value.
Let’s look at how benefit units are earned and
how the unit value is determined.

Sarah’s salary
Plan benefit formula (payable as
single life annuity)
Formula benefit earned during year
(1.5% of salary)

Accumulation phase (while employed)
• The PRIP unit of benefit is purchased today, when the cost is
known, unlike a traditional pension plan, which invests today
for an uncertain future and highly variable cost (which few
employers today can or will tolerate).

• The benefit payable at normal retirement age is the number
of units earned multiplied by the unit value for the year.

Unit value at beginning of year
Hurdle rate for the plan

$10.000

1.5% of
annual pay
$1,125

Unit value end of year

$10.1905

Number of units earned during year

110.3969
= $1,125/
$10.1905

• Each year, the participant is credited with benefit units based
on the plan’s benefit formula (for example, as a percentage of
salary or flat number of units each year).
• The total benefit units earned over a career is simply the sum
of the units earned each year by the participant.

$75,000

Total benefit units earned
during career

2,000

Unit value applicable for the year

$10.1905

Benefit paid during the year

$20,381

5%

Payout phase (while retired)
Actual asset return during the year
Unit value at end of year

7%
$10.1905
= $10.00 x
1.07/1.05

Note: Unit value will be adjusted each year based on actual return of the trust’s
assets. Benefit payable to retiree will be adjusted each year based on the new unit
value applicable for that year.
For illustrative purposes only.

• At retirement, PRIP benefits are paid each month to all
retirees who are alive, thus providing lifetime income to all
participants without any guesswork on their part.
• The amount of the benefit to be paid to a given retiree is
recalculated once each year, equal to the number of PRIP units
earned by that retiree multiplied by the applicable unit value
for the year.
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Potential benefits for employers
and employees
Why would an employer consider offering a
PRIP alongside their 401(k)? The PRIP approach
has advantages for both employees and
employers compared to an “all 401(k)
approach” or a traditional pension plan?

Employers – Advantage of PRIP over traditional
defined benefit pension
Increased cost certainty. The primary advantage of the PRIP over
a traditional defined benefit plan is that it introduces greater
cost certainty for the employer (and virtually eliminates financial
volatility) in delivering future retirement income. The following
chart compares the uncertainty of an employer’s retirement
spend with a traditional pension plan versus the PRIP approach.

Present Value of Funding Shortfall (Excess)

Median, Traditional Pension Plan, (10)

Median, PRIP, 0

90th Percentile, PRIP, 5
90th Percentile, Traditional Pension Plan, 213

10th Percentile, PRIP, (5)

10th Percentile, Traditional Pension Plan, (142)

10th Percentile

90th Percentile

Median

Traditional pension plan

PRIP

With a traditional pension plan, additional assets needed to provide plan benefits
would exceed $213.5M extra 10% of the time. At the median, $500M is about the
right number.

Under PRIP design, additional assets needed to provide plan benefits would
exceed $4.8M extra 10% of the time. Much less uncertainty with this design.
For illustrative purposes only
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Simplified investment strategy. Because any portfolio is the
“least risk” portfolio under the PRIP, the need for complex
liability-driven investment (LDI) strategies is eliminated. The
plan sponsor can choose an investment allocation that provides
the right level of expected return and standard deviation of
returns for their participants. More sophisticated investments
are available for employers that may want to provide different
risk/reward characteristics for different groups of employees.

Employers — Advantage of PRIP over 401(k)only approach
Efficiency. To remain competitive, businesses always look for
efficiencies that can improve their profit margins. This focus
on efficiency should not exclude a company’s retirement plan.
For employers looking to provide the most retirement income
for each employer dollar spent, the PRIP is a better option.
“Leakage” occurs in a retirement program when retirement
funds are used for non-retirement purposes (for example, preretirement spending needs, bequests or charities). Because
there is no leakage from the employer-controlled PRIP, our
models show a 15% to 25% pickup in income provided for the
average retiree. Some retirees (those living the longest) will
receive even more.
Attraction and retention. Many employers have a stated goal to
be the “employer of choice” within their geography or industry.
Yet many employers have very similar retirement programs.
Given employees’ stated desires for retirement income, we think
the PRIP has the potential to be a true differentiator in attracting
talent. The offer of lifetime income benefits during retirement
may be very appealing to a significant portion of workers.
Financial wellness. As more and more employers focus on
financial wellness, a PRIP offers significant additional financial
security for employees that can help improve their feelings of
preparedness. Studies have shown that more financially secure
employees are more productive, healthier and happier — all
elements that may improve business performance.
Workforce management. As mentioned previously, employees
generally fear they will outlive their assets, and are therefore
more likely to work a few extra years late in their career when
they could otherwise retire if they had the financial security
to do so. These additional years in the workforce could lead to
additional costs to their employers in terms of salary, benefits
and potentially lost productivity depending on the industry and
type of work.

11
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Employees — Advantage of PRIP over 401(k)only approach
More income. As stated previously, our modeling shows a
15%–25% increase in retirement income received for the average
retiree, with those living the longest receiving even more.
Here are the results of one set of 1,000 simulations to illustrate
this point:

Percentile

10th

Amounts paid to retiree and spouse
during retirement — Percentage
increase: PRIP/401(k) combination
vs 401(k) only
3.3%

25th

9.9%

50th

18.7%

75th

28.2%

90th

36.6%

More money for heirs. Surprisingly, by coupling the PRIP with
the retiree’s own funds in their 401(k), our models show that
the retiree is more likely to have funds to pass on to heirs than
if all monies (employer and employee) are held solely in a
traditional 401(k).7
Easier for retirees. By using employer money to provide a
cost-efficient lifetime income benefit, the PRIP eliminates
complicated investment and withdrawal decisions for retirees.
The nastiest and hardest problem in retirement has become a lot
less nasty and a whole lot easier.

7

For a targeted level of annual retirement income, the modeling shows that the
presence of the PRIP benefit increases the probability of the retiree having funds
remaining at their death.

Contact us
If you are interested in learning more, please contact one
of the Mercer experts below.

Bruce Cadenhead
+1 917 445 4366
bruce.cadenhead@mercer.com
Christine Chapman
+1 310 738 9477
christine.chapman@mercer.com
Lee Gold
+1 303 570 1946
lee.gold@mercer.com
Scott Jarboe
+1 310 738 9477
scott.jarboe@mercer.com
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Exhibit A – Individual accounts versus pooled approach

Summary at selected ages
Age

Probability of
being alive

Cumulative amounts
Individual account
benefits received

Pooled benefits received

65

100%

$37,261

$37,261

85

64%

$778,195

$782,481

88

52%

$778,195

$894,264

98

11%

$778,195

$1,266,874

Modeling is based on the following assumptions:
•

RP2014 female mortality table, projected back to 2006 with mortality projection scale MP-2014,
and then projected forward to 2035 using mortality projection scale MP-2019

•

Annual investment return of 5%

Age

8

Probability of
being alive 8

Individual account balance
— beginning of year

Annual
withdrawal

Investment
return

Individual account
balance — end of year

65

100%

$500,000

-$37,261

$23,137

$485,876

66

99%

$485,876

-$37,261

$22,431

$471,046

67

98%

$471,046

-$37,261

$21,689

$455,474

68

97%

$455,474

-$37,261

$20,911

$439,124

69

97%

$439,124

-$37,261

$20,093

$421,956

70

95%

$421,956

-$37,261

$19,235

$403,929

71

94%

$403,929

-$37,261

$18,333

$385,002

72

93%

$385,002

-$37,261

$17,387

$365,128

73

92%

$365,128

-$37,261

$16,393

$344,260

74

90%

$344,260

-$37,261

$15,350

$322,349

Represents the probability of a person — currently aged 65 — being alive at the given age, based on the mortality assumption.
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Age

Probability of
being alive 8

14

Individual account balance
— beginning of year

Annual
withdrawal

Investment
return

Individual account
balance — end of year

75

89%

$322,349

-$37,261

$14,254

$299,343

76

87%

$299,343

-$37,261

$13,104

$275,186

77

85%

$275,186

-$37,261

$11,896

$249,821

78

83%

$249,821

-$37,261

$10,628

$223,188

79

81%

$223,188

-$37,261

$9,296

$195,223

80

79%

$195,223

-$37,261

$7,898

$165,860

81

76%

$165,860

-$37,261

$6,430

$135,029

82

74%

$135,029

-$37,261

$4,888

$102,657

83

71%

$102,657

-$37,261

$3,270

$68,666

84

67%

$68,666

-$37,261

$1,570

$32,975

85

64%

$32,975

-$32,975

$0

$0

86

60%

87

56%

88

52%

89

48%

90

43%

For illustrative purposes only

Funds have been exhausted
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Annual benefit of $37,261 for each retiree alive at beginning of year
Individual account approach

Pooled approach

Benefits paid
to retirees

Benefits
paid to
heirs /
estate /
charities

Total of
benefit pool
— beginning
of year

Benefits paid to retirees
from pool

$50,000,000

--$3,726,100

-$485,876

$50,000,000

$3,726,100

99

$48,077,425

-$3,688,839

-$471,046

$48,587,595

$3,688,839

67

98

$46,113,418

-$3,651,578

-$455,474

$47,143,694

$3,651,578

68

97

$44,106,684

-$3,614,317

$0

$45,666,722

$3,614,317

69

97

$42,516,985

-$3,614,317

-$843,911

$44,155,025

$3,614,317

70

95

$39,961,695

-$3,539,795

-$403,929

$42,567,743

$3,539,795

71

94

$37,818,869

-$3,502,534

-$385,002

$40,979,346

$3,502,534

72

93

$35,627,900

-$3,465,273

-$365,128

$39,350,652

$3,465,273

73

92

$33,387,374

-$3,428,012

-$688,521

$37,679,648

$3,428,012

74

90

$30,734,383

-$3,353,490

-$322,349

$35,964,218

$3,353,490

75

89

$28,411,471

-$3,316,229

-$598,685

$34,241,264

$3,316,229

76

87

$25,721,385

-$3,241,707

-$550,371

$32,471,287

$3,241,707

77

85

$23,025,772

-$3,167,185

-$499,642

$30,691,059

$3,167,185

78

83

$20,326,892

-$3,092,663

-$446,376

$28,900,068

$3,092,663

79

81

$17,627,246

-$3,018,141

-$390,447

$27,097,775

$3,018,141

80

79

$14,929,591

-$2,943,619

-$497,581

$25,283,616

$2,943,619

81

76

$12,062,810

-$2,831,836

-$270,059

$23,456,997

$2,831,836

82

74

$9,408,961

-$2,757,314

-$307,970

$21,656,419

$2,757,314

83

71

$6,660,861

-$2,645,531

-$274,662

$19,844,060

$2,645,531

Age

Number of
retirees still
alive at age

Total of all
individual
accounts —
beginning of year

65

100

66
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Individual account approach

Pooled approach

Benefits paid
to retirees

Benefits
paid to
heirs /
estate /
charities

Total of
benefit pool
— beginning
of year

Benefits paid to retirees
from pool

$3,927,701

-$2,496,487

-$98,924

$18,058,455

$2,496,487

$1,398,904

-$1,398,904

$0

$16,340,067

$2,384,704

60

$14,653,131

$2,235,660

87

56

$13,038,344

$2,086,616

88

52

$11,499,315

$1,937,572

89

48

$10,039,830

$1,788,528

90

43

$8,663,867

$1,602,223

91

39

$7,414,726

$1,453,179

92

34

$6,259,625

$1,266,874

Age

Number of
retirees still
alive at age

Total of all
individual
accounts —
beginning of year

84

67

85

64

86

Funds have been exhausted
93

30

$5,242,388

$1,117,830

94

26

$4,330,786

$968,786

95

21

$3,530,100

$782,481

96

18

$2,885,000

$670,698

97

14

$2,325,017

$521,654

98

11

$1,893,531

$409,871

99

9

$1,557,843

$335,349

100

7

$1,283,619

$260,827

… benefit payments continue beyond age 100 for the remaining lifetime of these seven individuals under the pooled approach.
For illustrative purposes only

Important notices
Mercer has prepared this report to
present information on a new plan
design. This report may not be used
for any other purpose; Mercer is not
responsible for the consequences
of any unauthorized use. Its content
may not be modified, incorporated
into or used in other material, sold or
otherwise provided, in whole or in part,
to any other person or entity, without
Mercer’s permission.

This does not constitute an offer to
purchase or sell any securities.

All parts of this report, including any
documents incorporated by reference,
are integral to understanding and
explaining its contents; no part may
be taken out of context, used or relied
upon without reference to the report as
a whole.

For Mercer’s conflict of interest
disclosures, contact your Mercer
representative or see http://www.mercer.
com/conflictsofinterest.

Decisions about benefit changes,
granting new benefits, investment policy,
funding policy, benefit security and/
or benefit-related issues should not be
made solely on the basis of this report,
but only after careful consideration
of alternative economic, financial,
demographic and societal factors,
including financial scenarios that assume
future sustained investment losses.
References to Mercer shall be construed
to include Mercer LLC and/or its
associated companies.
This contains confidential and
proprietary information of Mercer and
is intended for the exclusive use of
the parties to whom it was provided
by Mercer.
Mercer does not provide tax or legal
advice. You should contact your tax
advisor, accountant and/or attorney
before making any decisions with tax or
legal implications.

The findings, ratings and/or opinions
expressed herein are the intellectual
property of Mercer and are subject to
change without notice. They are not
intended to convey any guarantees as to
the future performance of the investment
products, asset classes or capital
markets discussed.

This does not contain investment
advice relating to your particular
circumstances. No investment
decision should be made based on this
information without first obtaining
appropriate professional advice and
considering your circumstances. Mercer
provides recommendations based on
the particular client's circumstances,
investment objectives and needs. As
such, investment results will vary and
actual results may differ materially.

Investment management and advisory
services for U.S. clients are provided
by Mercer Investments LLC (Mercer
Investments). Mercer Investments LLC
is registered to do business as “Mercer
Investment Advisers LLC” in the following
states: Arizona, California, Florida, Illinois,
Kentucky, New Jersey, North Carolina,
Oklahoma, Pennsylvania, Texas, and
West Virginia; as “Mercer Investments
LLC (Delaware)” in Georgia; as “Mercer
Investments LLC of Delaware” in
Louisiana; and “Mercer Investments LLC, a
limited liability company of Delaware” in
Oregon. Mercer Investments is a federally
registered investment adviser under
the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, as
amended. Registration as an investment
adviser does not imply a certain level
of skill or training. The oral and written
communications of an adviser provide
you with information about which you
determine to hire or retain an adviser.
Mercer Investments’ Form ADV Part 2A
& 2B can be obtained by written request
directed to: Compliance Department,
Mercer Investments, 99 High Street,
Boston, MA 02110.

Information contained herein may have
been obtained from a range of third
party sources. While the information is
believed to be reliable, Mercer has not
sought to verify it independently. As
such, Mercer makes no representations
or warranties as to the accuracy of the
information presented and takes no
responsibility or liability (including for
indirect, consequential, or incidental
damages) for any error, omission or
inaccuracy in the data supplied by any
third party.
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